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Final Fantasy XV. was a repack released by FitGirl. (Nome, 2012) . Thomas Friedman, the global media darling
whose New York Times column is the world’s most widely-read, noticed that The Onion is running a series of

satirical articles about President Trump. Clearly, we need to be vigilant against the possibility that “fake news” is
actually being covered by the media. .@theonion is running a series of fake news articles about @realdonaldtrump
because once again, it’s clear that not all of us are so liberal .@theonion should change their name to The Onion’s

Fake News. They’re so obviously fake, nobody believes them. — Thomas Friedman (@thomasfriedman)
November 30, 2017 This is the sort of ignorant hot-take one might expect from an entertainer like Friedman.

After all, it’s not like the media’s already rejected the idea of publishing fake news stories and Friedman’s tweet is
no different than what he might say about the New York Times covering an ongoing but completely false report
about Hillary Clinton’s health. .@theonion is a real news organization with many different sections. Check out

“Trump People” for your daily dose of fake news! — Thomas Friedman (@thomasfriedman) November 30, 2017
Friedman’s conflation of the legitimate newspaper The Onion and a joke website that spoofs news and politicians
is pretty funny when he’s exposing himself as a gullible political liberal. But when he says that The Onion is “real
news” or a “real organization with many different sections,” he is unintentionally revealing the truth about his own

daily New York Times. A highly efficient method for computing the Wigner function with the use of quantum
circuits. We demonstrate a new algorithm for computing the Wigner function of an arbitrary mixed quantum

state. The key component of our method is the implementation of quantum circuits on a quantum computer. A
quantum circuit is a set of gates that can be used to transform one quantum state into another in a controlled way.
Quantum circuits can be used to implement both local transformations as well as nonlocal transformations, such

as the Wigner function. We show that the cost of an approximate computation of the Wigner function of an
arbitrary mixed quantum state is about
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